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The design and deployment of green amenities is a way to tackle cities’
socio-environmental problems in the quest for urban sustainability. In this study, we
undertake a systematic review of research published in international peer-reviewed
journals that analyzes environmental justice issues within the context of the deployment
of urban green amenities. Since most studies focus on the Global North, where this
scholarship first emerged, our goal is to link the literature focused on the North and the
South. This study aims to outline similarities and differences regarding the nexus of justice
and the greening of cities in both contexts as well as to identify knowledge gaps in this
scholarship in the Global South. “Green infrastructure” and “nature-based solutions,” as
the leading concepts for cities’ greening agendas, are used as descriptors in combination
with “justice” and/or “green gentrification” in searches undertaken of two bibliographic
databases. Our results show there is a need to better delineate a research agenda that
addresses such issues in a heterogeneous Global South context while gaining insights
from advances made by research on the Global North.
Keywords: global south, global north, environmental justice, green gentrification, green infrastructure,
nature-based solutions

INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of studies have investigated and demonstrated undesirable side effects of
implementing green amenities in cities to promote more resilient territories and better quality of
life. “Nature-based solutions” (NbS) and “green infrastructure” (GI) are well-established concepts
that generally outline the agenda and orientations followed by cities in their quest for urban
greening. The undesirable side effects resulting from GI and/or NbS implementation reported
in recent scholarly research are related mainly to environmental injustice and the deepening of
economic inequalities, which are mostly linked to green gentrification processes (Anguelovski et al.,
2020). Therefore, environmental justice has been increasingly recognized as a crucial investigatory
approach within the context of the new urban agenda for green spaces (Silva et al., 2018; Liotta
et al., 2020; Mabon, 2020). Studies in environmental justice since Robert Bullard’s classic “Dumping
in Dixie” (Bullard, 2008) have exposed the uneven distribution of environmental harm in the
territory, with greater exposure to black and more vulnerable populations. Contemporary authors
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greening (e.g., green spaces, green areas etc.)—due to both their
connection to the special issue’s scope and tests carried out
with other descriptors within the bibliographic databases. These
concepts showed the highest incidence in research agendas and
scholarly publications in recent years. It should be noted as well
the growing interested for these concepts and their adoption by
global and local NGOs, scientific reports, economic agencies, and
multilateral organizations. Subsequently, a filter by subject area
was applied to the resulting list of papers to exclude those that
unrelated to social and/or environmental sciences (e.g., medicine,
energy, and chemical engineering). Then, we searched for the
descriptor “cities” in the results to exclude papers focused on
non-urban areas. Next, the term “Global South” was applied as
a filter to identify which of the papers applied to this context.
These steps were applied in both search databases, and the results
were merged. Following this, all papers’ abstracts were screened
in order to exclude those that did not have “justice” and/or “green
gentrification” as central topics of analysis.
Full papers of the final list were appraised by the authors
for data extraction. In that phase, papers that did not properly
meet the study goal were still identified and excluded (e.g.,
papers that did not analyze green amenities under the conception
of GI or NbS, or papers focused on best practices without
centrally addressing justice or green gentrification issues). Each
of the remaining papers was then appraised to identify (1)
the approach (e.g., qualitative and/or quantitative), and (2)
the type of study (theoretical or case study-focused), (3) the
focus of analysis, and (4) the addressed dimensions of socioenvironmental justice. Data were then extracted and organized,
following these categories, in an Excel spreadsheet. Finally, it
should be noted that shortcomings in such a systematic review
are unavoidable, as such publications as books, dissertations, and
non-English regional journals were excluded from the review.

have observed the widening of the scope of themes linked to
mapping environmental inequalities, related to privileges and
power imbalances (Acselrad, 2010), as well as agendas associated
with the unequal destruction of green areas in cities (Park and
Pellow, 2013; Anguelovski et al., 2019), or the impacts of climate
change (Mohai et al., 2009). The deployment of GI and NbS can
trigger increased land prices, leading to displacement of local
communities that cannot afford higher living costs (Safransky,
2014; Miller, 2016; Shokry et al., 2020). In that sense, the notion
of “green gentrification” addresses the social consequences of
urban greening from environmental justice and political ecology
perspectives. Green gentrification can be defined as a process
triggered by the creation of a green amenity or green renewal of
an urban area, which results in changes in the residents’ pattern
and whitening of the territory due to removals and rising of land
prices (Gould and Lewis, 2012).
Other lenses of justice concern unequal spatial distribution
(Venter et al., 2020) and unequal sharing of financial investments
in green amenities, since wealthier social groups tend to be
more favored than disadvantaged ones (Bockarjova et al., 2020).
Injustices related to how nature is framed and certain narratives
and cultural practices are endorsed to others’ detriment
(Anguelovski et al., 2019).
The starting point is scholarly evidence that research on this
topic is further advanced in the context of the Global North and
still in its initial stages in the Global South. For instance, there is
a significant number of literature reviews on the topics of Green
Infrastructure and Nature-based Solutions primarily focusing on
the Global North context (Tzoulas et al., 2007; Ferreira et al.,
2020; Oral et al., 2020; e.g., Chatzimentor et al., 2020), while a
lack of such studies centered on the Global South or the NorthSouth connection is noted. For the Global South context, it is
necessary to recognize the social processes behind the space
production, and the specifics of the colonial, extractive, and
unequal formation of these territories that contribute to a longlasting perpetuation process of social inequalities and injustices
(Rolnik, 2011). It is essential to observe the limits (or barriers)
that this material reality imposes on the capacity to react against
this process from an institutional and social viewpoint.
In this sense, this study has two objectives. The first is to verify
the assumption described above concerning the distinct stages of
that research topic on the Global South and the Global North.
The second is to understand how the theme is addressed in the
international scholarly debate and how it can be explored in
future research agendas as well as within mobilizations of social
struggles, mainly in the Global South.

RESULTS
Our search in the bibliographic databases resulted in 64 papers
after applying filters described in the methods, of which 20 met
the scope of this study after abstract and full text screening (for a
synthetic view of the 20 selected papers, see Appendix 1). Among
these, it was found that seven papers address the Global South
context, of which four (Anguelovski et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2019;
Sultana et al., 2020; Venter et al., 2020) focus exclusively on
case studies in the Global South and three (Tozer et al., 2020;
Woroniecki et al., 2020) investigate multiple cases, including
cities in the North and South. Out of this sample of articles, it is
important to note here that one paper, produced by Anguelovski
et al. (2020), does not specifically address either the South or the
North (see indication in Appendix 1), as it is a theory-oriented
study; however, it updates boundaries related to justice issues
within urban greening of special interest to the Global South,
presenting ideas of extreme relevance to this review (please see
indication in Appendix 1).
Anguelovski et al. (2019) were the first to address the Global
South context, while Safransky (2014) was the first to focus on
the Global North. This indicates that the connection between

METHODS
For our systematic literature review of peer-reviewed articles,
the search was carried out using two prominent electronic
bibliographic databases, Scopus and Web of Science. The
descriptors GI or NbS were used in combination with the terms
“green gentrification” or “justice” appearing in titles, keywords,
or abstracts (see Figure 1). The concepts of GI and NbS were
chosen—despite the existence of other terms related to urban
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FIGURE 1 | Synthesis of the methodological steps and main findings of the paper.

Global South has a strong transforming potential in contributing
with this topic. On the contrary, research indicates that GI and
NbS agendas in the Global North reinforce neoliberal global
capitalism expansion (Kotsila et al., 2020).
Our appraisal of the 20 papers suggests that publications
can be clustered into two major groups, namely, discoursefocused (14 papers) and spatial analysis-focused (6 papers)—see
Appendix 1 and Figure 1. The former is predominantly focused

justice issues and the implementation of an urban green agenda
in the South is still in its initial stage in the international debate.
Although heterogeneous, the Global South has more socially
vulnerable territories in which access to justice and rights are still
under construction. The contemporary right to the city claims
for a better quality of life, just sustainability, and different justice
dimensions (Coolsaet, 2020). In this sense, it is a contradiction
that such approaches are not coined from this reality, as the
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disadvantaged communities) (Anguelovski et al., 2019), are
widely recognized as directing the urban green agenda to the
most privileged social groups (Toxopeus et al., 2020; Verheij
and Nunes, 2020), thereby producing unequal distribution
of environmental improvements within cities (Venter et al.,
2020). However, participation alone does not guarantee desired
procedural fairness (Woroniecki et al., 2020). The research in the
Global North highlights the effects of power structures on the
definition of who is included or not in participatory processes
(Miller, 2016; Verheij and Nunes, 2020) or what discourses
are most/least endorsed and accounted for in participation
(Safransky, 2014; Woroniecki et al., 2020). These papers
emphasize the need to hold a critical perspective on how dialog
is implemented, facilitated, and delivered within participatory
processes to effectively include the various ontologies and
epistemologies of different participants (Woroniecki et al., 2020;
e.g., Verheij and Nunes, 2020). In the Global South, this seems
rather challenging given the pronounced disparities between
social groups. Residents of informal settlements or marginalized
communities have less voice and access to decision-making
arenas than privileged groups with greater political power and
influence, as illustrated by the Greenbelt project in Medellin
(Anguelovski et al., 2019). In such context, Anguelovski et al.
(2020) argue that an environmental justice perspective is needed
that takes an anti-subordination stance and an emancipatory
approach toward autonomy as well as respect for marginalized
communities, which requires the transformation of institutions
and practices that reproduce such systems.
The articles in our review reveal a strong interplay between
recognition and procedural justice, since the way participation is
conducted is key to the effective incorporation of the plurality
of values, goals, and practices of a given community in a
GI or NbS project (Tozer et al., 2020; e.g., Toxopeus et al.,
2020). The critical scrutiny of how structural inequality and
hegemonic worldviews—usually those aligned with a neoliberal
agenda and technical discourses to the detriment of peripheral,
marginalized voices and traditional knowledge—shape GI and
NbS projects, come into focus (e.g., Safransky, 2014; Toxopeus
et al., 2020). Safransky (2014) remarks that the hegemonic and
technical discourses of nature as “infrastructure” have paved the
way for discrediting alternative approaches to how green spaces
should be praised or planned. This is in line with Woroniecki
et al. (2020), who stress that the instrumental use of nature
reflects dominant frames underpinned by ideas of economic
development and extractivism (resulting in more environmental
deterioration), while marginalized knowledge and subjectivities
are more likely to associate nature with intrinsic values. It
follows that a more critical appraisal of GI and NbS approaches
is required, toward a broader appropriation of place-based
knowledge and subjectivities throughout a project’s deployment
(Woroniecki et al., 2020). For example, it would include the
views and demands of traditional indigenous communities and
so-called first nations (Lyons et al., 2017; Jelks et al., 2021),
as well as community strategies to resist agendas that not
favor disadvantages groups (Apostolopoulou and Kotsila, 2021).
Anguelovski et al. (2019) uses the case of Medellin to show
how a large GI project is promoted by the municipality through

on qualitative approaches and mainly analyzes discourses, actors’
perceptions, power relations, and how these topics relate to socioenvironmental justice aspects in the design, implementation, and
use of urban green amenities. These papers are either supported
by case studies or present theoretical approaches. The latter
are essentially quantitative studies that analyze the inequality
in spatial distribution of the green amenities of whole cities or
countries according to different socioeconomic status of citizens
as well as the lack of prioritization of marginalized communities
due to racial, economic, and social aspects in projects of GI
and/or NbS. In addition, most of the selected articles address at
least one of the justice dimensions normally referred to in such
studies, namely, procedural, recognition, and distributive justice.
The first two prevail in papers classified as discourse-focused,
while distributive justice is the main focus of the spatial analysisfocused papers. Green gentrification appears as a central concept
in some papers, either as the only focus of analysis or associated
with one or more dimensions of justice.
Among six papers focusing on the Global South, four were
classified as discourse-focused. From this set of publications,
the most cited is Anguelovski et al. (2019) about a case of
green infrastructure planning in Medellin, Colombia. This paper
reinforces the need for more empirical research and cases in
the region, and helps to affirm the urban greening agenda entry
more as a neoliberal discursive agenda (Kotsila et al., 2020)
than a bottom–up process with particularities, demands, and
local dimensions.

DISCUSSION
The Global North and South have clear differences in social,
economic, political, and cultural dynamics as well as institutional
structures. The four aspects identified on how justice issues are
related to implementation of urban green amenities—procedural,
recognition, distributive justice, and green gentrification—
appear as broad frames of analysis applied to both contexts;
however, each reality has particular dimensions. In this section,
we outline the main issues observed in each of these aspects for
both the Global North and South realities to capture similarities
and differences. This would help to identify the specific needs of
the research agenda in the Global South; concurrently, scholars
focused on the Global North can also benefit from emerging
questions and proposals in the Global South concerning this
topic. However, although the Global South has historical socioeconomic structural similarities, it is still rather heterogeneous,
with distinct processes of city production, which requires further
critical analysis. The historical formation and production of
inequalities in cities of Latin America, Africa, and Asia are very
different. Thus, we need more empirical-based analyses (local
and regional) to understand each place’s specifics.
Procedural justice is fundamentally related to how the
participation of various actors involved in GI or NbS projects is
structured and conducted with the aim of producing spaces that
meet the needs of communities effectively in a fair way (Haase
et al., 2017; Amorim et al., 2020). Top–down GI or NbS projects,
with limited involvement of diverse actors (mainly excluding
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a top–down approach focusing on control and rationalization
of green spaces for use by privileged social segments and
tourists; this leads to a conflicting notion of nature with those
of local communities, as it neglects the community’s existing
forms of relationship with nature and local practices (e.g., urban
farming practices).
The selected articles focusing on distributive justice mainly
address, in both the Global North and South, issues regarding
whether GI is prioritized in areas inhabited by disadvantaged
communities and the extent to which GI projects tend to be
concentrated in wealthier areas (Venter et al., 2020; Verheij
and Nunes, 2020). This aspect also encompasses methodological
approaches to address this problem, such as indexes to identify
sites with greater demand for green amenities (Zhu et al.,
2019; Liotta et al., 2020). Such research, however, highlights
that indexes alone do not guarantee environmental justice as
a whole, and it is essential to consider ways to address the
other justice dimensions holistically. In addition, GI or NbS
projects in locations deprived of green areas where disadvantaged
communities reside may involve gentrification processes or
evicting these populations (Mabon, 2020; Shokry et al., 2020),
rendering distributive justice particularly complex. In the Global
South, special emphasis is placed on how the implementation
of GI or NbS is intertwined with the eviction and relocation
of disadvantaged communities in informal settlements (e.g.,
favelas)—in many cases located in risky areas (e.g., hillsides or
riverbanks); this not only leads to the erosion of the social fabric
of these communities but also puts them in a less favorable
geographical location than before where it becomes increasingly
difficult for them to make a living (Anguelovski et al., 2019;
Sultana et al., 2020). This raises critical questions for the Global
South. If GI reaches these most deprived communities and
qualifies the areas where they live, how can gentrification of these
places be prevented? If removal has occurred, was it necessary?
What is the social cost to these populations and is the remedy
provided for them just?
Finally, the selected papers focused on green gentrification,
mainly in the Global North, explore this aspect from
various perspectives. Most studies are largely concerned
with understanding the dynamics of valorization of a given
urban area as a function of implementing a green amenity (Silva
et al., 2018; Bockarjova et al., 2020; Shokry et al., 2020). Amorim
et al. (2020), with a focus on Barcelona, show how intangible
values and features set by cultural ecosystem services increase the
level of gentrification produced by a green amenity, noting that
less gentrified parks placed more emphasis on social and cultural
activities. Bockarjova et al. (2020) identify a means of predicting
market dynamics, establishing links between property values and
different types of urban nature, to help overcome undesirable
gentrification trends. Garcia-Lamarca et al. (2019) analyze several
cities in Europe and North America, and shows that rebranding
a city as more ecological, through intense green rhetoric, over a
long period of time leads to increased living cost in these cities.
Similarly, Anguelovski et al. (2019) point out that the number
of Global South cities branding themselves as “green” seems
to be growing; the rhetoric is aimed at attracting international
capital investment for the implementation of large GI projects.
The influx of private capital and the progressive dependence
Frontiers in Sustainable Cities | www.frontiersin.org

of municipalities on public–private partnerships tend to favor
wealthier areas of a city (Sultana et al., 2020). This generates
ecological enclaves and reinforces the image of a sustainable city
tied to the hegemonic neoliberal discourse, eventually validating
and stimulating such greening initiatives backed by international
and private capital, and exempting local governments from
pursuing effective responses to structural issues that could
effectively tackle poverty and promote environmental justice
(Anguelovski et al., 2019).

CONCLUSIONS
The Global South will show in the coming decades the most
rapid urban growth with numerous informal settlements and
vulnerable places (Bai et al., 2018). Thus, it is essential to
consider how those Southern cities will use and/or take advantage
of GI and NbS projects to address social and environmental
inequalities simultaneously. Further research is required to
propose responses for creating a just and resilient future for the
Global South within an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary
agenda that should tackle climate, inequalities, and sustainable
urban planning.
Little was gleaned from the systematic literature review
regarding resistance to the effects of GI and NbS implementation
in the Global South. Some clues are evident, however, including
the anticipation of ongoing non-desired outcomes provided
by the Global North experience. One key highlight is the
importance of acknowledging the need of participatory processes
from projects conception, in a community-based oriented action
toward a decolonial perspective to face present and future
problems in the Global South. Finally, it is important to remark
that the emergence of this research agenda in the Global South,
on the one hand offers lessons and recommendations hitherto
focused from the Global North, and on the other, points to
further challenges, gaps, and specificities to be posed by future
studies, thus expanding knowledge on urban justice and green
cities worldwide.
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